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Abstrat: The hydrauli harateristis of a laboratory submerged paked bed,
lled with a volani stone, pozzuolana, have been experimentally investigated
through traer tests. Sets of essays at ow rates from 1 to 2:5 l/h in lean on-
ditions were performed. The results showed a onsiderable amount of dispersion
through the lter as the hydrauli loading was hanged, indiating a multipliity of
hydrodynami states, approahing its behavior to plug ow.
An analytial solution for the advetion-dispersion equation model have been de-
veloped for a semi-innite system and we have onsidered an appropriate physial
boundary ondition. A numerial simulation using nite dierene shemes is done
taking into aount this partiular boundary ondition that hanges aording to
the ow rates. Proper formulation of boundary onditions for analysis of olumn
displaements experiments in the laboratory is ritially important to the interpre-
tation of observed data, as well as for subsequent extrapolation of the experimental
results to transport problems in the eld.
Keywords: advetion-dispersion equation, nite dierenes, hydrauli loading.
1. Introdution
The experiments were arried out on a pilot sale paked bed (Fig. 1)
made of tubular aryli glass with 7 m internal diameter, 41 m total pak-
ing length, submerged with 3 m of water level. The lter was lled with
a homogeneous pozzuolana material with 4 mm of eetive diameter and
porosity of 0.52. Five ports have been used to ollet samples. The ow
rates were measured by a peristalti pump.
Experiments have been performed at ow rates of 1.0, 2.0 and 2.5 l/h, at
dierent arbon onentrations for a 33 m paking length. These experi-
ments will allow the studying of the hydrodynami harateristis along the
lter.
We injeted 10 ml of a traer (Blue Dextran) impulse immediately above
the liquid level being the response evaluated by measuring the absorbane at
610 nm of olleted samples at equal time periods.
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Figure 1. Shemati representation of the experimental apparatus
In vertial olumns, espeially if the ratio length/diameter is too large
(Bedient et al [1℄), the eets of liquid ow in the horizontal diretion x is
onsidered not important ompared with the ux in the vertial diretion z.
In these onditions, the mehanism of advetion, dispersion and exhange
reation in an isotropi and homogeneous paked bed under steady-state
onditions, are generally desribed by the well-known advetion-dispersion
equation, see for instane, Ogata and Banks [5℄, van Genuhten and Alves
[6℄, van Genuhten and Parker [7℄, Levespiel [3℄, Bedient et al [1℄,
R
C
t
+ V
C
z
= D

2
C
z
2
; (1)
where C is the solute onentration, D is the dispersion oeÆient, V is
the average pore-water veloity, t is the time and z is the distane. The
parameter R aounts from possible interations between the hemial and
the solid phase of the soil. Here, we onsider there is no interations between
the hemial and the solid phase and therefore R = 1.
We onsider a dimensionless parameter, alled Pelet number,
Pe =
V L
D
; (2)
where L is the paking length.
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The Pelet number desribes the relative inuene of the eets ara-
terised by advetion-dispersion problems whih involve a non-dissipative om-
ponent and a dissipative omponent. The Pelet number also determines
the nature of the problem, that is, the Pelet number is low for dispersion-
dominated problems and is large for advetive dominated problems.
2. The model problem
Our interest is in the solution of
C
t
+ V
C
z
= D

2
C
z
2
(3)
for t > 0; z  0 with an initial ondition
C(z; 0) = f(z) (4)
and subjet to the boundary onditions
lim
z!1
C(z; t) = 0 and C(0; t) = g(t); t  0. (5)
The exat solution of the problem (3)-(5) an be found using Laplae Trans-
forms in t and we will get the solution
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where the funtion G

(z; ^) is given by
G

(z; ^) =
z
2
p
D^
3=2
e
 (z V ^ )
2
=4D^
.
For our partiular problem the initial ondition is given by f(z) = 0 and we
need to determine the boundary ondition, g(t), whih represents the solute
onentration on the inow boundary.
We have the following physial parameters: V
inj
denotes the volume of
injeted traer; V
sl
is the volume of the liquid on the top of the paked bed;
M
0
is the mass injeted; C
sl
is the onentration of the liquid level where the
traer is absorbed before going into the paked bed through the media top
and Q denotes the ow rate.
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We have that
C
sl
=
M
s
V
inj
+ V
sl
(7)
and the physial boundary ondition is given by the following exponential
deay
g(t) = C
sl
e
 Qt=V
sl
: (8)
This ondition is obtained onsidering that the inow onentration is gov-
erned by the dierential equation,
dg
dt
=  
Q
V
sl
g with g(0) = C
sl
(9)
whih desribes the inow deay by a rate of Q=V
sl
.
Note that for our spei ase where the initial ondition is given by
C(z; 0) = 0 and the inow is governed by (8) we have the analytial so-
lution
C(z; t) =
1
p

Z
t
0
g(t  ^)G

(z; ^)d^ : (10)
3. Numerial solution using a nite dierene sheme
To derive a nite dierene sheme we suppose there are approximations
U
n
:= fU
n
j
g to the values C(x
j
; t
n
) at the mesh points
x
j
= jx; j = 0; 1; 2; : : : :
If we hoose a uniform spae step x and time step t, there are two di-
mensionless quantities very important in the properties of a numerial sheme
 =
Dt
(x)
2
;  =
Vt
x
:
The quantity  is usually alled the Courant (or CFL) number.
We use the usual entral, bakward and seond dierene operators,

0
U
j
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1
2
(U
j+1
 U
j 1
); 
 
U
j
:= U
j
 U
j 1
; and Æ
2
U
j
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  2U
j
+U
j 1
to desribe the nite dierene sheme.
Consider the approximation formula
U
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j
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This sheme was rst proposed by Leonard [2℄ using ontrol volume argu-
ments. However, it an also be obtained using a ubi expansion by interpo-
lating U
n
j 2
as well as U
n
j 1
, U
n
j
and U
n
j+1
, as we an see in Morton and Sobey
[4℄.
The model problem we are interested in is dened on the half-line with an
inow boundary ondition
C(0; t) = g(t); (12)
where g(t) is dened by (8). Consequently we onsider
U
n
0
= g(nt): (13)
The sheme (11) is a higher order sheme and it uses two points upstream.
Therefore it an not be applied on the rst interior point of the mesh. At
this partiular point we need to apply a numerial boundary ondition. To
determine the numerial boundary ondition we use for interpolation the
points U
n
0
, U
n
1
, U
n
2
and U
n
3
and we bring in a forward third dierene instead
of a bakward third order dierene to yield
U
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1
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2
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6
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6
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2

+
℄U
n
1
; (14)
where 
+
is the forward operator dened by 
+
U
j
:= U
j+1
  U
j
. For more
information on this and other numerial boundary onditions see for instane
Sousa and Sobey [8℄.
The use of this downwind third dierene does not aet auray sine still
based on a ubi loal approximation. However, it does have some penalties
in terms of stability. Some more interesting disussions ould be done on the
right hoie of the numerial boundary ondition whih is independent of the
physial boundary ondition (13).
4. Numerial results versus experimental results
In this setion we present the numerial results that adjust the essays for
three dierent ow rates.
Table 1 shows the values of dierent parameters neessary to the evaluation
of the inow boundary ondition dened by (8). We an observe that we have
a dierent boundary ondition for eah ow rate Q.
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Q (l/h) V
inj
(ml) V
sl
(ml) M
s
(mg) C
sl
(mg/l)
1 10 112 32.5 267.26
2 10 112 32.5 267.26
2.5 10 112 32.5 267.26
Table 1. Parameters related to the determination of the physial inow
boundary ondition.
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Figure 2. (a) Experimental results for ow rates Q = 1; 2; 2:5;
(b) Numerial simulation for ow rates Q = 1; 2; 2:5.
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Figure 3. The same as Fig. 2 but with the numerial results
and experimental results in the same gure:
(a) Q = 1: V = 0:00828, D=V L = 0:065, Pe = 15:3
(b) Q = 2: V = 0:01440, D=V L = 0:056, Pe = 17:8
() Q = 2.5: V = 0:01680, D=V L = 0:054, Pe = 18:5
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We show, in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the experimental results and the numer-
ial simulations for dierent ow rates. The numerial results allow us to
determine the Pelet number, that is helpful in the haraterization of the
hydrauli onditions.
5. Conlusion
The results lead us to onlude that, aording to the range of hydrauli
loading applied, a large amount of diusion ours in the lter bed. This
ourrene is assoiated to the likely ombination of fators suh as dead
zones, immobile zones, short-iruiting and diusion (both mehanial dis-
persion and moleular diusion).
The analytial solution represented by (6) for the semi-innitive system
an aurately predit the experimental urves and may be applied to re-
sults from nite experiments as the one here mentioned. To the numerial
simulation we use a numerial sheme quite appropriated sine when we
have signiant values of diusion we need a larger stability region, that is,
we need the method to onverge to the analyti solution in a region where
we an have great auray and at the same time we are allowed to have
signiant diusion.
More experiments are in progress onsidering dierent organi loadings at
dierent hydrauli loadings.
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